
English Year 5 

Week beginning 01.06.20 

This week we will be looking at Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by JK Rowling.  
If you have a copy of the book available, it is helpful, but not essential, to read along each day this week. There are 
numerous audiobooks available on line, as well as clips of the film. www.hpaudiobooks.club has free readings of the 
book separated into chapters. IMPORTANT- adults please ensure that you are happy with any internet audio or clip 
your child is using. 
 
Monday:  

Today you will be doing comprehension questions available in the document ‘HP comprehensions’. Read Extract A 
and answer comprehension questions. Read Extract B and answer comprehension questions. Challenge- if you have 
time- read Extract C and answer questions. Remember to read the questions carefully and answer them using 
evidence from the text.  
 
Tuesday: 

Watch Ron getting a howler https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vYW_05kvJ8   
Today you are going to write your own Howler! First, make notes of some ideas, discussing these. Maybe your 
howler could be ... 
from Dumbledore to one of the Dursleys on mistreatment of Harry;   
from the Dursleys to Dumbledore for leaving them with Harry; 
 from Dumbledore to Hagrid for using magic on Dudley; 
from McGonagall to Vernon for destroying her letters. 
How will the Howler be phrased? What type of language will be used? How will you describe what the person 
receiving it did wrong?  
 
Wednesday:  

Today you are going to rewrite letters in the document ‘HP GPS letters’ making GPS (grammar, punctuation and 
spelling) improvements. Make sure you look through it really carefully. After then I would like you to write 
explanations of the following word classes, using Harry Potter examples. Noun, verb, adverbs, adjectives, pronouns, 
prepositions and conjunctions. E.g. A noun describes a person (Harry), place (Hogwarts), thing (wand) or emotion 
(amazement).  
 
Thursday: 

Try to read, watch or listen to Chapter 7 ‘The Sorting Hat’ today. Once you have done this, write a paragraph about 
which Hogwart’s house you would like to be sorted into and detailed give reasons. Write a description of Hagrid, 
include detail and try to use show not tell. Include a drawing that you label.  

 
Friday: 

Read the extract from ‘Chapter 12’. Once you have done this think about this: 
Erised is desire backwards. When people look into the mirror they see what their heart most desires. 
What do you think other characters would see (Hermione, Malfoy, Hagrid, etc.)? 
What might you see if you looked in the mirror? 
Now pick one character and make some notes on what they might see and how they might feel. Using your notes, 
write a detailed description of what your chosen character (without saying their name) can see in the mirror and 
how they feel and react to this sight. Give your writing the title ‘Who am I?’ and challenge someone in your house to 
guess which character you have written about. You can send your work to me so that I can guess too! 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.hpaudiobooks.club/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vYW_05kvJ8


Spellings: 

This week we are looking at statutory spelling challenge words.  

1. amateur 

2. ancient 

3. bargain 

4. muscle 

5. queue 

6. recognise 

7. twelfth 

8. identity 

9. develop 

10. harass  

You must learn these words during the week and have test on them next Monday. You must make sure you 

understand what they mean. To help you learn them you could: rainbow write, pyramid write, play hangman, write 

in silly sentences or correctly write down two of the words as many times as you can in one minute. Good luck! 

 

Guided reading: 

Read the eighth chapter of Fireweed.  

Remember to discuss the story with someone if you can, and look up any words that are unfamiliar or new.  

 


